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1. In your earlier trinitarian thooro , (Chaptc• 	 O of Va•hum) you stress nat tho :socend
procession of love is covered over of the mists of 6h..:.curity unlos: to:ra Is o.
adequate undorstanding of the first procession as troth based on the rat•ot -ial
judgment of inner were!. 	 lore recently wioN t'oo tib•cal shift of Voti cao II Jou
propose an understanding of the Trioity io tor.:is of love:	 lov a as source (rotLor),
love as unrestricted valoo ( Son)	 and loo	 its3lf as lover and freloved (Spirit).
The earlier accussation you make 000ld soon to apply to your most recent rcir,crks
on the Trinity; where it seems that truth is elimins:ted, so that love proceeds 	 .
without rational foundation.	 Please clarfy.

2. '!hat knowledge aboot the hlatorirA Jesus can be validly inforrod from the faith-
statements of 2000 years of Choistianity:	 e.g. Uhat can we say about the political
stance of Jesus cm the basis of th	 statement tOat Jesus is the Saviour of the world?
Is this a valid methodogica	 apprvch to the historical J ,1sus?

3. Origin suggested that God soffered.	 Luther in his treatment of commuoicatio 	 idiematum
came up vita a position taa;:: allowed him to say God suffered in Christ.	 :filSCMTin
his book The Prophets speaks of Israel living in tha pathos of God. 	 Certainly in
the propoRTE-literafUre God expresses deep emotions Oriiiie, anger, jealousy, etc.
In your later work, esp.	 Nethad, more space is given to feelings.	 You have acknow-
ledged and accepted Doran's contribution ol "psychic conversion' 	 -	 if the authentic
subject in the third stage of meanilg needs to integrate the psyche, do you think
that the doctrine of the Trinity in the third stage of meaning will in some way
speak of the feelings of the three ?ersons?

4. You attended the von Balthasar workohop last year. 	 'dint is your reaction to I&
and his theolony?

5. The common saying is that savings equal investment.	 My is it more accurate to say
that the crossovers should balance?

6. In section 11 of your economic analysis you speak of the economic equivalence of
0 the device of deficit novernment splidiog and the favorable balance of foreign trade.

!that is the nature of that equivalence?

7. Uhy does your econolic analysis require a reuefinition of "costs' and "profit"?

8. Can your paradigm of the productive process fit aith a dynamic notion of general
equilibrium?	 Uill the model for behaviour of micro•units continue to use classical
concepts of demand and supply and relative prices but within a new understanding
of the requirements of the productive process?	 Or does growth imply a continuous
structural disequilibrium of micro writs, which the macro-economy can carry (like

,...d0 a body) if the requirements of the voductive process are being wet?

9.	 Would you comment on the defense of capitalism in the writing of Joseph Schumpeter?

.n .,--,,,- -
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lb . 	Would you comment on the relations between the requirement that macro units act
with an understanding of the stages of the productive process and the possible
roles of government 	 in "enabling" this.
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1.	 Re "the mists of obscurity"

You will find them in reading the theologians of the past.

They just threw up their hands in despair over the nature of the

second trinitarian procession.

4 Aquinas treats the trinitarian processions as emanmationes

intelligibilbs.

On my study of Vervum in Aluinas I concluded that emanatio

intelligibilis means an intellectually conscious, 	 or a rationally

conscious,	 or a morally (repsponsibly conscious) 	 origin or origination,

Karl itahner asked one of my devotees (Bernie Tyrrell) what is

meant by emanatio intelligibilis: one cannot know what is meant

g without adverting to and objectifying the origination of one(s

intelligently formed concepts,	 rationally formed judgments,

responsibly formed decisions, 	 Rahnerls Geist in Welt is a

metaphysical account for what in Aquinas is psyhhological.

For me the Father is LOVE as the dynamic state of being in love.

It is God as bonum where bonum est diffusivum sui.

The Son is a responsbile judgment of value, namely, the

judgment that pronounces on the value of being in love. 	 It is

the judgment that praises the goodness of God,

The Spirit is amor procedens, the act of loving that rpoceeds

from,	 is based on, the judgment of value that praises the

unbounded goodness of God. 

2,	 By the historical Jesus one can mean the real Jesus.

One also can k mean Jesus as known by some specific method

0 of studying history.

Methods of studying history are manifold: what commonly is

meantdm is that all historical data form an interdependent

intelligible manifold, where "intelligible" 	 is taken to mean

necessarily connectedd. 	 The only meaning theorists of historical
0 method can give to the word intelligible is necessary. 	 They

do not advert to insights but only to necessary connections
....I between terms.	 In fact,	 in modern science "intelligible"

means not necessary but possible; 	 it is because human understanding

of physics chemistry etc is just a grasp of a possibility that

verification is needed.
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2(contd)

No valid inference contains more than is contained in

its premises.	 If you have faith, you do not need inverence.

If you need inference, it is because you do not have faith.

What one learns from a study of the Xtian tradiition

is an understanding of one's faith and of its object.

Because the act of faith is a supernatural act, 	 it cannot be

produced by such natural means as valid inference.

The only valid methodological approach to the historical

Jesus is the approach formulated as salvation history, it

i.	 e.,	 a method of history that cincnoludes faith as a

presupposition.

Jesus as a political figure is Jesus scourged condemned

and crucified: he is God's judgment on human injustice;

he gave his life to bear witnness to the truth that men are

unjust.	 Only in so far as men acknowledge their own injustice

can justice and peace come to this world.

3. To speak of the feelings of God or of the divine persons

is to speak anthropomorphically.

It is to join the Thracians whose gods had blue eyes

anb blond hair and the Ethiopians whose gods had flat noses

and thick lips.

However most men are like the ancient Thracians and Ethipopians,

and one can speak anthropoorphically to them if one briefly

intimates that one's speech is not to be taken literally and

/ '441)
made the premises for the conclusions that would follow from

a literal interpretation.

0 4. I agree with his basis message, 	 Glauhhaft	 is nur Liebe.

Only one who loves can be believed.

I approve his aesthetic approach to theology, but it is not

my cup of tea,

5,	 savings elual investment in the sense that uniless the LI

equivalent of current investment is saved and invested, then

there will be conttraction of the economy. 	 Balancing the cross-

overs states immeditategly that there ks not to be acontraction

of the economy.

.

r
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6,	 The income derived from the current investment of money

in capital goods and service, cannot be spell

0.	 The portion of total current income that is equal 	 to current

investment in capital goods and services cannot be spent on

current standard of livtng without causing inflation of the

prices of oons8mer goods and services. It is surplus income.

Similarly, the income derived from a favorable balance of

foreign trade and the income due to deficit govern ment spending

also are surplus income in the same sense,

7.	 All scientific thought requires its own technical language,

It may use ordinary language but it uses it in a technical sensed.

It need not use ordinary lanugage and then it has to coin new

words,

S.	 General equilibrium means total equilibrium as in Walras

and wicksell,

Marshall did not hold general but only partial equilibrium:

is the balancing of supply and dmnemand through a varying of

one factor at a time (other factors remaining constant)

A dynamic notion of general equibrium has been pictured

by Joan Robinson as a dog runnining along behind a man on a

bicycle and she added that the mathematics does not tell us

what happens when the dog catches up with the bicycle and bites

the tires.

To have motion and satisfy general equiblrium is to

have two sets of simultaneous equations: one set for position

one, another set for position two=, 	 and no general equilibrium

for the movement from position one to position two,

My paradigm of the productive process has no difficulty

with partial equiblibrium in the money market, 	 in the production

and sale of consumer goods and services, and in the production

and sale of new plant and equipment and other capital goods and servic e

9.	 Schumpeter is an extremely well-informed and clear-headed
thinker. His book written in 1911 on the Theory of Eoomomio

Development is beautifully thought out piece of work, something

comparable to Collingwoodls The principles of Art.

It is years since I read his a book on Capitalism and Socialism
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but if you wish my opinion of Socialism you can find it in

•	 current issue of TIME.	 The description of Health I) Education

and Welfare is a first :pi= approximation to socialism.

The second approximation is when the pretence of doing good

has to be dropped and the do-gooders are replaced by the

secret police,

What is right about capitalism is found in the measure

it leaves room for what in INSIght I describe as emergent

probability: firms are just schemes of recurrrence with a

probabillity of emergence and a probability of survival;

development is a matter of g infetficient firms going into

decline and m better firms takaing over.

10,	 The basic problem would be to educate the politicians

and the business ment,	 It calls for a revolution of minds

and hearts*

1.c..
.--..I.—.......,---..-----
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